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Abstract: The paper describes and analyzes the sensitivity of an operational atmospheric model to different SST (sea surface
temperature) estimates. The model’s sensitivity has been analyzed in a Medicane (Mediterranean hurricane) test case. Numerical
simulations have been performed using the COSMO (consortium for small-scale modeling) atmospheric model, in the COSMO-ME
configuration. The model results show that the model is capable of capturing the position, timing and intensity of the cyclone.
Sensitivity experiments have been carried out using different SSTs surface boundary conditions for the COSMO forecasts. Four
different experiments have been carried out: the first two using SST fields obtained from the OSTIA (operational sea surface
temperature and sea ice analysis) system, while the other two using the SST analyses and forecasts from MFS (Mediterranean
Forecasting System, Tonani et al., 2015; Pinardi and Coppini, 2010). The different boundary conditions determine differences in the
trajectory, pressure minimum and wind intensity of the simulated Medicane. The sensitivity experiments showed that a colder than
real SST field determines a weakening of the minimum pressure at the vortex center. MFS SST analyses and forecasts allow the
COSMO model to simulate more realistic minimum pressure values, trajectories and wind speeds. It was found that MFS SST
forecast, as surface boundary conditions for COSMO-ME runs, determines a significant improvement, compared to ASCAT
observations, in terms of wind intensity forecast as well as cyclone dimension and location.
Key words: Mediterranean Sea, Medicane, atmospheric model, oceanic model.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the scientific community has started
to detect and analyze tropical-like cyclones in the
Mediterranean Sea [1]. The Mediterranean is a large
and sometimes warm body of water, thus it can be an
area of cyclogenesis influenced by convective
instability and air-sea interaction, producing cyclones
with some of the characteristics of hurricanes [2, 3].
The western Mediterranean Sea is an important
cyclogenetic area [4]. These cyclones are
characterized by strong winds and a pressure
minimum in the middle (calm eye). Such systems are
referred in the literature as Medicanes (Mediterranean
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Hurricanes) and are rare phenomena (only one or two
per year) [1, 5].
Since the early 1980s, satellite images have enabled
identification and structure analysis of cyclones. The
horizontal scale of cyclones ranges from some tens to
a few hundreds of kilometers, with typical lifetime of
about one to three days.
We analyzed the results of numerical simulations of
a Medicane, occurring over the western Mediterranean
Sea from 7 to 9 November 2011. The aim was to
understand the impact of air-sea interactions in the
maintenance/formation and the characteristics of the
cyclone. In recent hurricane-like cyclones in the
Mediterranean, convective instability has been shown
to play an important role [6]. The means by which
convective instability is produced has been the subject
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of many num
merical studiies examiningg the role of heat
and moisturee fluxes rising from the Mediterranean
M
n Sea.
Some numeerical experim
ments [7] illuustrate that both
b
the surface heat and moisture fluxes are fundameental
for this typee of hurricanne-like cycloggenesis and they
play also an importannt role in the subseqquent
developmennt of the cycloone. Sensitiviity simulationns [8]
have highliighted the sea-air fluxxes role in the
formation off the storm as
a well as the strong influeence
of the latennt heat release associated with convecctive
motions duuring its mature
m
stagee. It has been
b
hypothesizedd [9] that a hurricane-like cyclone can
intensify in a similar wayy to tropical cyclones.
c

2. The Meeteorologicaal Events
On 3 Novvember 20111, a wide trough betweenn the
British Isless and the Sttrait of Gibraaltar produceed a
pressure minnimum near Irreland (Fig. 1a). The follow
wing
day, the troough movedd eastward, approaching the
Sea and itss axis tendedd to
southern Mediterranean
M
rotate counter-clockwise, resulting inn a split of the jet
bordering the
t
trough. On Novembber 5, the low
pressure of the trough almost split into an isollated
minimum, sllowing downn its eastwardd motion (Fig. 1c),
while an asccending brancch of the pollar jet, associiated
with a negaative anomalyy in the high tropopause, was
further dispplaced toward the centraal Mediterrannean
(not shownn). This barroclinic struucture caused a
marked areaa of instabilityy in the centrral Mediterrannean.
On Novembber 6, the cyclonic depresssion disengaaged
completely from the maain mid-latittude westerlyy jet
producing a low cut-off between the Balearic Islaands
and Sardiniaa (Fig. 1d). On
O Novemberr 7, the minim
mum
pressure tennds widened horizontally and took onn an
increasing barotropic
b
strructure, with the cloud coover
having the typical chaaracteristics of tropical--like
cyclones. Fig.
F
2 showss the cloud cover evoluution
captured by the Meteosaat 9 satellite images in thee IR
channel (10..8 micrometers).
These sattellite imagess show the persistence
p
off the
vortex throuughout the first 12 hours of Novembeer 9,
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wheen the Mediccane progresssively loses its intensityy
and
d expires in thhe Gulf of Lyyon.
The
T
NOAA SSD (Sateellite Servicce Division))
cateegorized thiss system ass a 01M tro
opical storm
m
(htttp://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS
S/TROP/DAT
TA/2011/tdat
a/m
med/01M.htmll) to indicaate that the cyclone iss
“alm
most perfectly barotrropic” and that thee
Mediterranean Sea
S basin is ccapable of dev
veloping thiss
typee of cyclone.

3. COSMO
C
an
nd MFS
The
T meteorollogical event described was
w simulatedd
usin
ng the CO
OSMO (conssortium for small-scalee
mod
deling) atmosspheric modeel which is a limited-area,,
non
n-hydrostatic forecastingg model (http://www..
cosm
mo-model.orrg/). It waas designed
d both forr
opeerational num
merical weathher prediction
n and variouss
scieentific appliccations at m
meso-β (20-200 km) andd
messo-γ scales (2-20
(
km). T
The basic veersion of thee
COSMO model was designeed at the Germ
man weatherr
serv
vice (DWD) and develoopments are carried outt
with
hin the consortium foormed by the
t
nationall
metteorological services
s
of seeven European
n countries:

Fig.. 1
Geopoteential height (500 hPa) from
f
3 to 8
Nov
vember 20111 by ECMWF analysees at 12:000
(corrresponding to a), …, f) paneels).
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Fig.. 3 Domain of
o the COSMO
O model in thee COSMO-ME
E
conffiguration.

Fig. 2 Meteeosat 9 satelliite observation
ns in the infrrared
channel (10..8 micrometeers) from 000:00 UTC on
o 6
November too 12:00 UTC on
o 9 November every 12 hours
h
(correspondin
ng to a), …, h) panels).

Germany, Greece,
G
Italy, Poland, Rom
mania, Russiaa and
Switzerland. Operationaal applicationns of the model
m
within COSMO mainly have a grid spacing of 1/16°
(about 7 km
m).
The Italiaan Meteoroloogical Centre (CNMCA) uses
the configurration COSM
MO-ME whichh covers mosst of
Europe (Figg. 3) with a hoorizontal gridd of 7 km andd 40
vertical leveels with a top at about 22 km.
k The moddel’s
time integraation step is 60 seconds. The operatiional
integration of
o COSMO-M
ME is driven by the boundary
conditions provided
p
by the IFS (inttegrated foreecast
system) global model of
o ECMWF and
a is initiallized
with atmospheric analyysis fields produced
p
by the
LETKF enseemble data asssimilation sysstem implemeented
at CNMCA [10, 11]. Booth IFS and COSMO-ME
C
E use
optimally innterpolated SS
STs (sea surfaace temperatuures)

from
m the OSTIIA system ((Operational Sea surfacee
Tem
mperature annd sea Ice Analysis [12]),
[
whichh
inclludes satellittes and in siitu data. Thee initial SST
T
fields are kept constant as booundary cond
ditions duringg
the COSMO-ME
E forecast tim
me.
In
n this paper,, SST forecasst fields prod
duced by thee
MF
FS (Mediterraanean forecassting system)) will be alsoo
used as initiaal and bounndary condiitions. MFS
S
(htttp://medforecast.bo.ingv.itt/) is an operationall
foreecasting system [13-15]] consisting of a nearr
reall-time observvation system
m with satellitte and in situu
elem
ments, a num
merical oceann forecasting
g model at a
basin scale, baseed on a prim
mitive equation
n model [16,,
17], and a data assimilationn scheme [18
8]. The MFS
S
spattial domain is shown inn Fig. 4. Th
he numericall
oceean model has a resolutionn of 1/16° × 1/16° on thee
horizontal and 72 unevenly sppaced verticaal levels [16]..
Thee system prooduces daily ten-day oceean forecastss
and
d ocean analyyses using a daily assim
milation cyclee
[19, 20] where a different opptimally interrpolated SST
T
from
m satellites [21] is usedd to constrain
n the modell
surfface temperatture.

4. Event Deescription Using CO
OSMO-ME
E
Forrecasts: Dynamics,
D
Heat Flluxes and
d
Th
hermal Stru
ucture
COSMO-ME
C
forecasts weere used to deetect the mainn
feattures of the vortex and its intensity from initiall
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stages. To classify the type of cyclone, the expected
wind speed at 10 meters and in particular the
maximum speed value in the area was considered. We
refer to the modified Saffir-Simpson hurricane
wind-scale (http://www.nws.noaa.gov/directives/sym/
pd01006004curr.pdf) to classify the cyclone.
The best estimate of maximum forecast wind was
obtained from three different 00 UTC operational runs
of the model for 6, 7 and 8 November (Fig. 5).
The Medicane can be classified as a tropical storm,
with maximum winds between 18 and 32 m/s in its
mature phase. The most intense phase of the vortex
lasted for about two and a half days from 00:00 UTC
on November 7 to 12:00 on November 9. The evolution
of the Medicane was characterized by a growth phase
of about 40-44 h, during which the maximum intensity
of the wind increased from 18 to 28 m/s, and by a
more rapid decrease of approximately

Fig. 4 Domain and bathymetry (m) of the MFS model
configuration.
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16-20 hours with a maximum intensity that returned
below the threshold of 18 m/s.
The vortex trajectory was also calculated considering
the minimum pressure for the same period. The cyclone
became a tropical storm from the first hours of the day
on November 7, in the area south of the Balearic
Islands. Initially, the vortex moved from the Balearic
Islands to the north-east; thus it moved in an irregular
manner between parallels 41°-42° for several hours.
The minimum pressure was about 994 hPa at 15:00
UTC on 8 November. Finally, it moved a north-west
towards the Gulf of Lyon where, approaching the
coast, it gradually lost its intensity and died out. The
intensity of air-sea latent and sensible heat fluxes was
linked to differences between the SST and the low
level atmospheric air temperature.
In the vortex growth phase, the sea surface was
quite warm, up to 21-22 °C in the area south of the
Balearic Islands (Fig. 6, medium and bottom panel).
For the same period, the 10-meters air temperature, as
obtained by LETKF data assimilation system, was
between 17 °C and 20 °C (Fig. 6, top panel), creating
an air-sea temperature difference of 1-5 °C.
The temporal variability of the air-sea temperature
differences was monitored from data collected by the
Dragonera buoy (Lat. = 39.56 °C; Lon. = 2.11 °C)
from Puertos del Estado (Spain) [22]. The SST values
measured from buoy are consistent with the SST
forecast values produced by MFS (Fig. 7).
This notable air-sea temperature difference created
large heat fluxes from the sea surface, which thereby
maintained the vortex. The vertical thermal structure
of the cyclone was characterized by a surface warm
core, which is a characteristic structure of tropical-like
cyclones (Fig. 8).

5. SST Sensitivity Studies: Trajectory and
Heat Fluxes
Fig. 5 Wind maximum intensity (m/s) from 12:00 UTC on
6 November to 00:00 UTC on 10 November. Black
horizontal lines mark the separation between different
categories: tropical depression, tropical storm and
hurricane category I.

In order to assess the impact of different SST
estimates on the formation and maintenance of the
vortex itself, four different simulations were performed
using COSMO-ME (Table 1).
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perature at 2 meters (°C) and
a
SST (°C))
Fig.. 7 Air temp
obseerved by the Dragonera
D
buooy (continuous and dot lines))
for 7 November 2011.
2
SST meaans on the box (0.25 × 0.255
deg)) centered at Dragonera bu
uoy position, by
b MFS (dash
h
line)) and OSTIA systems
s
(star).

btained by LETKF
Fig. 6 Air temperature att 10 meters ob
ST field by OS
STIA
data assimilaation system (ttop panel), SS
system (medium panel) and
d by MFS systtem (bottom paanel)
at 12:00 UTC
C on 7 November.

Fig.. 8 Temperaature (°C) verrtical section along parallell
40.0
0 °C at hour 188:00 UTC on 7 November by
y COSMO-ME
E
run at 00:00 UTC on 7 Novembeer.

Table 1 Con
nfigurations off the four diffeerent numericaal experiments. Simulations started
s
at 00:000 UTC on 7 November
N
20111
and lasted forr 72 h.
Experiments

SST boundary conditions

EXP1

SST from Ostiaa (default configguration)

EXP2

SST fields by Ostia
O
lowered by
b 2 °C

EXP3

SST fields from
m MFS (fixed too initial values))

EXP4

SST fields from
m MFS (variable)

An initiaal simulationn was carrieed out with the
COSMO-ME
E operationaal settings (E
EXP1) wheree the
OSTIA initial condition SST
S are persiisted as boundary

nditions throuughout the forrecast time. In
I the secondd
con
exp
periment (EX
XP2), the O
OSTIA SST
T field wass
unifformly lowerred by two degrees Celssius over thee
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domain and the same setttings of EXP
P1 were usedd. In
EXP3, the MFS
M
initial analysis SST
T field was used
u
and kept fixed as suurface bounndary condittions
throughout the forecast time. In thee last experim
ment
(EXP4), thee MFS forecaast SST fieldds were impoosed
every three hours and linearly
l
interrpolated for each
e
model time step
s during thhe COSMO-M
ME forecast tim
me.
The Mediicane trajectoory, defined as
a the positioon of
the pressuree minimum, was monitorred for 48 hours
h
starting from
m 12:00 UTC
C on Novembber 7, at six hours
h
intervals, until
u
12:00 UTC on November 9.
Trajectories resulting by EXP1, EX
XP2, EXP3 and
EXP4 experriments are shhown in Fig. 9 with respecct to
the NOAA trajectory annalysis (http://www.ssd.nnoaa.
gov/PS/TRO
OP/DATA/20011/tdata/medd/01M.html).
The foreccast trajectoryy for the first 24 hours is quite
q
similar for all four exxperiments (F
Fig. 9) and the
difference reespect to NO
OAA analysiss is containeed in
30-40 km (F
Fig. 10).
The trajecctories for experiments EXP3
E
and EX
XP4
deviate signnificantly from
m the EXP1 trajectory forr the
next 24 hourrs, better reprroducing the NOAA analyysis,
with a maxiimum differeence of abouut 100 km. Thus,
T
EXP3 and EXP4
E
trajectoories are signiificantly diffeerent,
compared too EXP1, in the
t Gulf of Lyon
L
area. Such
S
differences are
a attributabble to the diff
fferent SST fiields
used as boundary condditions for thhe COSMO--ME
model (see also
a
Fig. 6). The average SST in the Gulf
G
of Lyon is 16.7
1
°C and 18.8 °C for exxperiments EX
XP1
and EXP3, respectively
r
(
(domain
of avverage: 41° < Lat.
< 44°, 3.00° < Lon. < 7.0°). This
T
temperaature
difference of about 2 °C deteermines nottable
differences in
i surface heaat fluxes.
COSMO--ME latent and
a
sensible heat fluxes are
displayed foor the four different
d
expperiments onn the
previous spaatial area in Fig. 11, whhere the negaative
values indiccate heat fluxx from the seaa to the air. Heat
H
fluxes for EXP2 are much smal ler than in the
reference EX
XP1 due to the
t smaller absolute
a
valuue of
SST imposeed. There is a difference up to 100 W/m
W 2
2
and 35 W/m
m for latennt and sensiible heat fluuxes,
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Fig.. 9 Trajectories from 12:000 UTC on 7 No
ovember everyy
6 h until 12:00 UT
TC on 9 Noveember, for the four differentt
COS
SMO experim
ments with resp
pect to the NO
OAA analysis::
EXP
P1 (a), EXP2 (b
b), EXP3 (c) an
nd EXP4 (d).

Fig.. 10 Distancees (km) of the p
pressure minim
mum positionss
resp
pect to NOOA analysis, everry 6 h from 00
0:00 UTC on 7
Nov
vember.

resp
pectively. Heeat fluxes off EXP3 and EXP4 weree
substantially moore intense thhan in EXP1
1 for the lastt
partt of the meteorological evvent. There iss a differencee
up to
t 50 W/m2 and
a 8-10 W/m
m2 for latent and sensitivee
heaat fluxes, resppectively.
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pow
wer respect too the control experiment, especially inn
the final phase of
o the weatherr event.

6. SST Senssitivity Stu
udies: Preessure and
d
Wiind Intensitty

Fig. 11 Lateent (top) and sensible
s
(bottoom) heat fluxees for
the four expeeriments, averaaged on domaiin 41° < Lat. < 44°,
3.0° < Lon. < 7.0°, everyy 1 h from 00:00 UTC on
o 7
November.

The largerr energy releaased from thee sea surface, and
probably thee different SS
ST field structure in the Gulf
G
of Lyon forr experimentts EXP3 andd EXP4 led to a
strengtheninng of the vortex itself and a diffeerent
trajectory for
fo the last hours
h
of thee meteorologgical
event.
The presssure minimum
m was also monitored
m
for 48
hours (Tablle 2). The exxperiments EXP3
E
and EX
XP4
reproduce pressure
p
valuues closer too those obtaained
from NOAA
A analysis thhroughout thhe all considdered
period. Alsoo, they are always minnor comparedd to
EXP1, indiccating that inn fact the vorrtex has a higgher

In
n this sectionn we analyze the forecast pressure andd
win
nd fields for the four different experriments. Thee
foreecast step +455 h, valid at 221:00 UTC on
o Novemberr
8 was
w
consideered to coinncide with the cyclonee
max
ximum strenngth and inttensity. The results aree
repo
orted in Figss. 12 and 133 for pressurre and wind,,
resp
pectively.
A colder SS
ST in EXP
P2 determineed a lowerr
min
nimum presssure (compaare 12b witth 12a), ass
exp
pected. In EX
XP3 and EXP
P4, the minim
mum pressuree
wass lower (abouut 996 hPa foor both) than in EXP1 duee
to the
t different but warmer MFS forecasst SST in thee
areaa around thhe Gulf of Lyon. Smalller pressuree
diffferences werre found bettween EXP3
3 and EXP44
exp
periments.
Wind
W
speed fields weree clearly lin
nked to thee
presssure fields and follow
wed their strructures andd
evo
olution (see Fig.
F 13). The wind field was
w much lesss
inteense in EX
XP2, compaared with the controll
exp
periment. In EXP3
E
and EXP4 the vorrtex appearedd
morre intense, wiith a smaller calm eye and
d asymmetricc
win
nd intensity arround it.
The
T forecast wind speedd can be com
mpared withh
sateellite wind estimates bby ASCAT (Advancedd
SCA
ATterometer)) sensors oon board th
he MetOp-A
A
sateellite (http://w
www.esa.int/O
Our_Activitiees/Observingg
_thee_Earth/The__Living_Plannet_Programm
me/Meteorol
ogiccal_missions//MetOp).
The
T wind foreecast was vallid at hour 21
1:00 UTC onn
8 November
N
(Figg. 13), while the satellite crossing
c
(Figg.
14) was about 20 minutes before (exacctly at 20:399
UTC). ASCAT wind intenssity estimatess indicated a
velo
ocity up to 21-23 m/s. T
The spatial resolution
r
off
2
sateellite measureements was 12.5 × 12.5 km
m.
The
T position and the sizee of the Meedicane weree
com
mputed for thhe various C
COSMO exp
periments, att
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Table 2

Preessure minimum
m by the four different numeerical experim
ments and NOA
AA analysis.

EXP1
EXP2
EXP3
EXP4
ANALYSIS

12
10011
10022
10011
10011
-

18
1001
1003
1001
1001
997

00
999
1001
998
998
991

06
999
1002
997
997
991

12
1
1000
1
1003
1
996
9
996
9
991
9

18
10001
10006
9955
9955
9911

00
1003
1010
996
997
991

06
1006
1013
999
1000
1000

12
1010
1016
1002
1003
1006

Fig. 12 Foreecast mean seaa level pressuree (hPa) at 21:000 UTC on 8 November for EXP1
E
(a), EXP22 (b), EXP3 (c) and EXP4 (d
d)
experiments.

a 21:00 UTC
C on 8 November for EXP11 (a), EXP2 (b
b), EXP3 (c) and
a
EXP4 (d))
Fig. 13 Forecast wind inttensity (m/s) at
experiments.
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percentage with respect to the total number of events.
The modal values are 11, 13 and 16 m/s
respectively for EXP1, EXP4 and ASCAT. The
histogram for EXP1 is wider and more symmetric
than EXP4 and ASCAT, with a modal value that
occurs in about 10% of the cases (14% and 13% for
the EXP4 and ASCAT, respectively). ASCAT data
show a smaller tail for high values of wind speed. In
general, the comparison shows that the velocity
distribution in EXP4 is more similar to ASCAT.
Fig. 14 Wind intensity estimate (m/s) from ASCAT
sensors on board of MetOp-A satellite at 20:39 UTC on 8
November 2011.

21:00 UTC, and compared with the ASCAT
measurements. The size of a tropical-like cyclone is
difficult to define objectively; different definitions are
currently used by researchers and operational weather
forecasters [23]. In the following, the cyclone size was
defined as the radius of the area with wind speeds
larger than 15 m/s.
For EXP1, EXP3 and EXP4, the mean sizes were
similar, in the range 125-130 km (see Table 3)
consistent with the ASCAT data if an error
corresponding to the 12.5 km bins is considered for
ASCAT and the grid size of 7 km for the
COSMO-ME data. The difference in longitude was
about 1 deg for EXP1 but only 0.6 deg for EXP4 and
the ASCAT estimate. Thus mean size and position of
the cyclone are best depicted by EXP4.
To characterize the wind horizontal structure, Fig.
15 shows normalized histograms of wind intensity at
21:00 UTC on November 8 for the region of the Gulf
of Lyon. The wind intensity is subdivided into classes
of 1 m/s and the number of events is reported as a

7. Conclusions
A sensitivity study of an operational atmospheric
forecast model, COSMO-ME, with different SST
estimates and impositions was carried out. The
sensitivity of the model was studied for a Medicane
(Mediterranean Hurricane) test case, observed over
the western Mediterranean Sea from November 7 to 9,
2011. ASCAT wind estimates by MetOp-A satellite
indicated an intensity up to 21-23 m/s. Four different
forecasts, using different SST fields, were carried
out with the COSMO atmospheric model. The
operational SST used as initial surface and boundary
conditions from OSTIA optimally interpolated
analyses (EXP1) was compared with SST from MFS
analyses (EXP3) and forecasts (EXP4). The numerical
simulations identified the most intense phase of the
vortex from 00:00 UTC on November 7 to 12:00 on
November 9, for about two and a half days. For this
period, the Medicane can be classified as a tropical
storm with maximum winds between about 20 and
30 m/s.
The different SSTs impacted the trajectory of the
vortex, changing its direction especially in the last part

Table 3 Positions and sizes of the Medicane for the four COSMO-ME experiments (at 21:00 UTC) and for the ASCAT
satellite measurements (at 20:39 UTC).
Experiments
EXP1
EXP2
EXP3
EXP4
ASCAT

Lat (deg)
42.405°
42.577°
42.352°
42.352°
42.230°

Lon (deg)
5.342°
4.989°
5.601°
5.601°
6.285°

Mean radius (km)
126
117
128
129
144
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m2 respectivvely, in the experimentss
10 and 50 W/m
P1, EXP3 and
a
EXP4. T
The major heeat fluxes inn
EXP
EXP
P3 and EXP
P4 determineed a minim
mum pressuree
low
wer than in EX
XP1, accordinng with NOA
AA analysis.
The
T wind inteensity and itss horizontal distribution
d
iss
how
wever the major
m
differennce between
n EXP1 andd
EXP
P4, with the latter better reproducing the ASCAT
T
dataa. The meann size of thee vortex, in the
t range off
125
5-130 km, was quite similar between
b
thee
exp
periments EXP1, EXP3 annd EXP4.
Our
O results hiighlight that the type and value of thee
SST
T boundary conditions play an impo
ortant role inn
deteermining thhe distributiion of forrecast windd
velo
ocities, miniimum pressuure and locaation of thee
cyclone eye. A three-hour forecast SS
ST from thee
opeerational MFS ocean foreecasting mod
del seems too
incrrease the acccuracy of M
Medicane fo
orecasts withh
resp
pect to all othher measurem
ments currentlly available.
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